1. **DYY Recharge Status**
   a. Certification for the month of June was 7,346 AF, bringing the total amount of water in the DYY Chino Basin account up to 13,665. Groundwater recharge has exceeded monthly projections for June and July by 601 AF.
   b. It is anticipated that maintenance will exceed the approved FY17/18 recharge budget as a result of operating all of the basins. Already there have been some additional costs incurred due to midge fly abatement. Costs will be tracked and presented to the group as they occur. Additional maintenance costs will be recovered through the DYY O&M credit which is received during the “take” years. Allocation of costs will be an on-going discussion between the Chino Basin parties and has been tabled at this time.

2. **Memo from MH to Operating Committee re: ASR Injection O&M Credit**
   a. The Operating Committee agreed with the memo-to-file from Matthew Hacker commemorating the ASR injection O&M credit.
   b. MVWD requested that ASR injection be considered to improve water quality in the Chino Wellfield. It was proposed that they develop a scenario for the Operating Committee’s consideration for ASR injection of up to 10% of the DYY obligation (2,500 AF). In this scenario, unless the committee determines that it would like to go beyond the 25,000 AF obligation, recharge would be reduced to 22,500 AF.

3. **FY16/17 Annual DYY Report Status Update**
   a. The draft report will be circulated in the fall to describe the performance of the month of June, 2017.

4. **Other Items**
   a. Pomona stated interest in exploring in-lieu options if the operating committee decides to exceed the 25,000 AF obligation.